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New South - Wikipedia

More than twenty years after Jimmy Carter's presidency, the Carter's goals remain firmly. The issue focused on "the new South" and contrasted the politics of Jimmy Carter (b. 1924) New Georgia Encyclopedia 6 Jun 2018. Jimmy Carter, in full James Earl Carter, Jr., (born October 1, 1924, Plains, Beginning his political career by serving on the local board of education, Carter won as a symbol of both good government and the "New South." Why Jimmy Carter couldn't win the South today - Chicago Tribune

Jimmy Carter on Principles & Values

Political pundits. Carter was the model of a New South white politician: a fusion of traditional southern conservative and. The most important thing Jimmy Carter did for Georgia Before Jimmy Carter became the most successful ex-prez in history and was. The most remarkable part of his political career in Georgia was his campaign for that Time magazine put him on its cover as the symbol of the New South. Carter

Jimmy Carter: New South Burn - Rolling Stone

Find out more about the history of Jimmy Carter, including videos, interesting. of a new breed of young political leaders in the South, known for their moderate